Available Button Actions
Button Name
No Action
Add Message to
Display
Add Time/Date to
Display
Apply Modifier

Backspace key
Battery Status
Cancel Visit
Clear All Modifiers
Clear Display
Clear Last Word
Data Logging
On/Off
Find Word

Grammar Action
Help Signal
Jump to Page
Load Display
Navigate
Navigate back
Navigate to home
Open Android
Application
Play audio
Play Library Audio

Description
Performs no action
Inserts text from the button’s message box into the display,
but the words are not spoken
Displays the current date and time in the Speech Display
Bar (SDB)
A modifier key is a special key on a keyboard that modifies
the normal action of another key. (Caps Lock, Ctrl,
Functions, Num Lock, Shift)
Deletes the last character in the display
Displays the current battery status in the SDB
Clears all remaining visits
Releases any Shift, Caps, Ctrl or Num Lock modifiers.
Clears the text in the SDB
Deletes the last word in the SDB
Device usage logs for language analysis

Finds the path to a word you are looking for. When you tap
a button and then tap Find Word, the path to the word is
displayed in the SDB.
Changes the existing word to the chosen grammatical form,
add –ed, add –en, add –er, add –est, add –ing, Add –s
Triggers a loud attention-getting sound
Takes you to a new page and takes you back to the
previous page after a single hit. Clears any unused
Jumps
Recalls text that had been saved and adds it to the display
Takes you to a new page until you choose another button to
move away from that page
Returns to the previously accessed page
Takes you to the home page
Provides a button from vocabulary page to open a specific
Android application. (not functional if working with a
Closed/Dedicated system)
Plays audio files. These are recordings of someone speaking
or sounds.
Plays an audio file such as music contained in the media
library (Does not transfer with vocab file)

Button Name
Play Library Video

Description
Plays a video file contained in the media library (Does not
transfer with vocab file)
Record Audio
Records audio files. These are recordings of someone
speaking or sounds.
Repeat Last Spoken Repeats the last spoken message
Save Display
Saves the text currently showing on the display for later use.
This action will copy all text within the Speech Display Bar
SDB – Copy Text
and put a copy in the Clip Board
This will add text from the Clip Board to the end of the
SDB – Paste Text
Speech Display Bar
This action will copy all text from the Speech Display Bar to
SDB – Share Text
the chosen Social Network
Changes Settings to match the saved set of settings that was
Select Profile
saved as a profile
Speak
Pronounces the SDB content
Speak Label Only
Speaks the label
Repeats the last spoken text
Speak Last
Sentence
Speaks the message, but doesn’t display the text
Speak Message
Only
Speech Message
Types the button message in the SDB and pronounces it
Static Character
Displays the most probable character in compliance with the
Prediction (SCP)
current character displayed in the SDB, the assigned
prediction order, and the static character list used by the
dictionary compiler. You can adjust the prediction order.
Static Word
Displays the most probable word in compliance with the
Prediction (SWP)
current characters displayed in the SDB, the assigned
selected prediction order, and the static word list used by the
dictionary compiler (up to 60,000 words). The prediction
order can be adjusted.
Stop
Stops the speech or audio file currently playing
Stop Library Audio Stops the library audio
Stores text currently in the SDB to the next chosen button
Store Text to
Button
Toggle Mute /
If the device is currently speaking a long message, selecting
Unmute
this button will not stop the speech but will stop the speech
from being spoken aloud. Selecting the button again lets the
text be heard.

Button Name
Visit

Description
Takes you to a new page and takes you back to the previous
page after a single hit. Remembers unused Visits.

Visit Exception

If you have one button on a Visit page that you don’t want
to return to the previous page, use a Visit Exception action
to leave it on the page for one additional hit.
Turns down the volume.
Turns up the volume.

Volume Down
Volume Up

